Flight Network
Democratizes its
Data with Klipfolio

Company uses data to cement its position as
Canada’s largest online travel agency.

Company Background:
Formed in 2005, Flight Network is the largest
Canadian-based online travel company,
specializing in providing global travelers with the
lowest-price airfares, hotels, vacation packages,
and car rentals. It has more than 350 employees
around the world, over 2 million customers, and
millions of visitors to its site each month.
Flight Network has grown to become the largest
Canadian-owned online travel agency in
Canada, and second most visited behind only
Expedia. The company has traditionally done
this through their unique ability to offer the best
prices.

Business Challenge:

Benefit:

Booking travel is moving increasingly mobile, with consumers

“Klipfolio allows us to see how each marketing channel is

demanding better services and convenience from the travel

performing,” said Shereen Mohammed, Inbound Marketing

companies they do business with. Flight Network felt they

Specialist. “This lets us quickly know if there is a significant

needed to improve the entire travel experience and increase

drop in conversions.”

convenience in order to cement their status as Canada’s
largest locally-owned online travel agency.
Originally, Flight Network’s data was the exclusive purview of a
select group of analysts. Travis Baxter, Flight Network’s senior
manager of analytics details the issues with this limitation.
“Data ‘lived’ with only five people in the company and they were

“We wanted a BI tool that was quick,
affordable, and cost effective. Something
that would allow us to connect to a data
source without any help from IT. Other
tools were very cumbersome. Klipfolio was
very easy-to-use.”

constantly getting queries from other people in the company
about the data. How many visits to our website? How many

“An unexpected benefit from Klipfolio has been that we can

bookings we were receiving? Through which channels? How

identify problems that come up in real-time and quickly resolve

much revenue?”

them,” said Baxter. “For example, if bookings from one of the
airlines are off the norm, alerts in Klipfolio go off telling us there

Solution:

is a problem. This allows us to quickly resolve the problem and

With Klipfolio and a new approach to data ownership, Flight

get things moving again.”

Network was able to use data to improve its overall
performance. The first step was data democratization.

Flight Network has been using Klipfolio for about a year. “We
wanted a BI tool that was quick, affordable, and cost effective.

“With Klipfolio, the real-time data is now on a large screen in a

Something that would allow us to connect to a data source

central location in our main office and everyone can see what’s

without any help from an IT department. Other tools were very

going on. This has reduced the number of queries our analytics

cumbersome. Klipfolio was very easy-to-use.”

people get, allowing them to focus on their jobs, analyzing the
data.”

